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Abstract
Accelerators have become increasingly popular in datacen-
ters due to their cost, performance, and energy benefits.
Direct-attached accelerators, where the network stack is
implemented in hardware and network traffic bypasses the
main CPU, can further enhance these benefits. However,
modern datacenter software network stacks are complex,
with interleaved protocol layers, network management func-
tions, as well as virtualization support. They also need to
flexibly interpose new layers to support new use cases. By
contrast, most hardware network stacks only support basic
protocol compatibility and are often difficult to extend due
to using fixed processing pipelines.
This paper proposes Beehive, a new, open-source hard-

ware network stack for direct-attached FPGA accelerators
designed to enable flexible and adaptive construction of
complex protocol functionality. Our approach is based on
a network-on-chip (NoC) substrate, automated tooling for
the independent scale-up of protocol elements, compile-
time deadlock analysis, and a flexible diagnostics and con-
trol plane. Our implementation interoperates with standard
Linux TCP and UDP clients, allowing existing RPC clients
to interface with the accelerator. We use three applications
to illustrate the advantages of our approach: a throughput-
oriented erasure coding application, an accelerator for dis-
tributed consensus operations that reduces the latency and
energy cost of linearizability, and TCP live migration support
for dynamic server consolidation.

1 Introduction
Hardware accelerators are becoming increasingly common
in datacenters to reduce cost, improve performance, and re-
duce energy consumption relative to server CPUs. Typically,
accelerators are hosted over the PCIe I/O bus, with the server
CPU mediating all communication with the accelerator, il-
lustrated in Box (c) in Figure 1. An emerging alternative
model directly attaches the accelerator to the network, with
its own network functionality implemented in hardware,
illustrated in Box (b) in Figure 1. By bypassing the CPU,
such a specialized hardware network stack reduces latency,
performance variability, and overhead, freeing up the CPU
for other purposes. Another advantage of this approach is
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Figure 1. Box (a) represents the standard CPU server node.
Box (b) represents Beehive’s targeted, direct-attached setup
where Beehive provides the network stack. Box (c) represents
the traditional method of attaching an accelerator to the
network using a CPU network stack. Beehive enables direct-
attached accelerators to interoperate with other types of
nodes on the network.

that it simplifies scaling out accelerators to meet workload
needs, independently of server hardware.

A key barrier to fully realizing the benefits of direct-attached
hardware acceleration is the growing disparity between dat-
acenter networking requirements and hardware network
stack implementations. Modern datacenter networks have
intricate host network stacks that are constantly evolving to
meet customer and operator use cases [45]. Beyond core pro-
tocols, such as TCP/IP, modern applications require higher-
level host network functionality like remote procedure call
(RPC) processing, quality-of-service (QoS) management [17,
62], encryption [1, 19], and load balancing [18, 33]. Deploy-
ment flexibility necessitates management features like vir-
tual networking [23, 26, 38], access control lists [46], con-
gestion control [39, 42], traffic prioritization [29, 47], and
load balancing [24, 49, 55, 58]. Deployment maintainability
requires dynamic support for network monitoring [10, 63],
reconfiguration [12, 37], and debugging [57].

An example of a highly-flexible software network stack is
Google’s Snap networking system [45]. It is designed around
composable message-passing engines, with modules for load
balancing, network virtualization, network management,
and custom transport protocols. New modules can be easily
inserted anywhere in the stack, without re-engineering the
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rest of the stack. By contrast, existing hardware network
stacks are specialized and rigid since they are typically de-
signed to support a single application with few protocol
layers. Although some work focuses on flexible packet-level
processing in hardware [41, 43], they operate at the packet
handling layer with no support for higher-level transport
and application protocols. Other work focuses on hardware
transport offloads, but these systems lack a range of essential
network functions [7, 16, 53].

This paper explores the design of an FPGA network stack
for direct-attached accelerators that can better support the
extensibility and complexity needed in a production environ-
ment. Flexibility is needed at multiple layers of the network
stack: in packet processing (layer 3), transport and conges-
tion control (layer 4), and the application layer (layer 7).
Adding new functionality, scaling out a protocol layer to
meet workload demand, or changing internal load balancing
should be simple, as it is in software, without disrupting or
re-engineering other layers. Our goal is to make a hardware
network stack that is flexible and scalable while preserving
the cost, performance, and energy benefits of direct-attached
accelerators.

We propose and implement Beehive, an open-source hard-
ware network stack architected as a collection of protocol
layers and network functions that communicate via message-
passing over a scalable network-on-chip (NoC). We provide
automated tooling for managing scale out, load balancing,
and compile-time deadlock analysis. To make our design
concrete, we implement Ethernet, IP, UDP, TCP, network
address translation (NAT), IP-in-IP encapsulation, and addi-
tional support for control and debugging of network func-
tions. Our implementation interoperates with Linux TCP
and UDP clients, allowing unmodified remote procedure call
(RPC) clients to use our accelerator.

For our evaluation, we implement Beehive on an FPGA
and show that it offers up to 31x higher per-core throughput
than state-of-the-art CPU kernel-bypass networking stacks
on small messages. We also demonstrate how Beehive can
improve performance and energy consumption in three im-
portant use cases compared to CPU-only implementations.
First, modern data center storage systems typically use

erasure coding to achieve better storage efficiency than repli-
cation with comparable fault tolerance. We implement an
erasure coding accelerator in Beehive and show that, com-
pared to a CPU-only version, the accelerator scales out to 62
Gbps using 20× less energy.

Second, many production distributed systems use consen-
sus algorithms for data consistency even in case of failures.
However, deployed systems often skip consensus for some
reads in exchange for better performance. We show that
accelerating a key piece of the consensus algorithm in hard-
ware can reduce end-to-end median operation latency by
1.13×, with 1.14× better per-core throughput and 2× less
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Figure 2. A high-level diagram of the type of network stack
Beehive targets. Alongwithmultiple transport protocols, this
stack has IP-in-IP and VXLAN for network virtualization
and a component for an L4 load balancer. The control plane
potentially needs access to all components.

energy than the CPU-only version. Because distributed con-
sensus is dominated by small messages, it requires indepen-
dent scale out and load balancing of different protocol layers,
implemented without changing the protocol logic.

Finally, we demonstrate the advantages of Beehive’smessage-
passing model to add support for TCP live migration by
adding network address translation and management capa-
bilities without changes to any other protocol layers. This de-
sign allows accelerator clients to be transparently migrated
without resetting their TCP connection, with less than a
millisecond of added end-to-end operation delay.
In summary, we contribute:

• Beehive, a design framework to build efficient and
complex hardware network stacks for direct-attached
accelerator deployments in modern datacenters.

• An open-source FPGA implementation of Beehive that
includes tools and reusable components to build net-
work stacks for accelerators that use different trans-
port protocols, network virtualization, and L7 func-
tionality.

• A demonstration of Beehive’s ability to support scal-
ability, flexibility, low latency, high throughput, and
energy efficiency by integrating and evaluating an
erasure coding accelerator, a consensus accelerator,
and TCP migration functionality.

2 Beehive Design Goals
Our overarching goal for Beehive is to build an open-source
FPGA hardware design to support emerging applications for
direct network-attached accelerators in a production envi-
ronment. Figure 2 shows a high-level diagram of the type of
network stack architecture we want to be able to support.
Applications may only use some subset of these protocols
and network functions. This requires:
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Standard client protocols. The vast majority of distributed
applications that might benefit from the availability of hard-
ware acceleration are designed to communicate using stan-
dard protocols such as IP, TCP, and remote procedure call
(RPC). Our framework needs to be able to support unmodi-
fied client application and client host software communicat-
ing with the accelerator using these standard protocols.
Modularity.However, network stacks are not fixed. Require-
ments are constantly changing with new custom protocols
(e.g. Google’s Pony Express [45] or 1RMA [6]) and network
functions. In order to facilitate rapid development and cus-
tomization of the network stack, our framework must be
modular, so we can compose or integrate new components
with minimal to no modifications to existing components.
Scalability. Building a complex network stack potentially
means supporting a variety of different components in the
same design. Different components may be a bottleneck de-
pending on the application workload. Thus, the architecture
should be able to duplicate and scale out individual compo-
nents, whether application or protocol logic, as needed.
Performance overhead and predictability. Since perfor-
mance and performance predictability are key motivations to
offload the network stack, the stack should be able to deliver
end-to-end application bandwidth at 100 Gbps with minimal
jitter if the accelerators have the capacity to support it.
Management flexibility. Components in a network stack
need to be able to interact beyond just passing packet data.
For example, components need to be able to expose inter-
faces to the control plane for telemetry and debugging [25].
The control plane may also need to update state used by a
protocol or network function, such as configuring the load
balancer used to parcel work across application accelerator
instances. Such configurability should be possible even in
large designs without extensive manual optimization.

3 Design
3.1 Beehive’s Architecture
The basic component in Beehive is the tile, shown in Figure 3.
Each tile has a network-on-chip (NoC) router, some logic
that handles NoC message construction and deconstruction,
and some processing logic, such as a protocol layer, network
function, or application. Tile routers are connected together
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Figure 4. The flow through which a packet is processed or
constructed in Beehive.

to form the NoC topology. We do not require a particular
topology, although our prototype uses a 2D mesh. We as-
sume the NoC is reliable, point-to-point ordered, and uses
deterministic, deadlock-free routing.

A network packet is processed or constructed by passing
NoC messages through a chain of tiles. A NoC message con-
sists of one header flit followed by some number of body
flits. The header flit typically contains data only relevant to
NoC-level routing, such as source and destination tile coordi-
nates or number of body flits. The body flits typically consist
of both metadata flits containing packet header fields and a
number of data flits carrying unprocessed packet payload.
Each tile hop is responsible for determining the next tile

that a message should be sent to. This design is in contrast
to earlier work which assumes that routes can be fully de-
termined on packet arrival [43]. We discuss this decision
in more detail in Section 3.4. This component may vary in
complexity from a static CAM to more complex logic, such
as content-based routing. The set of possible message chains
is known ahead of time for deadlock analysis ,described in
Section 3.5.

3.2 Processing a Packet
Figure 4 shows an example of a basic UDP stack in Beehive,
with a UDP packet moving through the receive and send
paths.

On the receive side, an Ethernet frame enters the Ethernet
tile, which has ports for the I/O from the transceivers in ad-
dition to the ports connecting to other tiles. The processing
logic within the tile parses and removes the Ethernet header,
realigning the data. This is then turned into a NoC message
consisting of a header flit, a metadata flit with the parsed
Ethernet header, and some number of data flits containing
the remaining packet data. The routing component in the
Ethernet tile uses the type field in the Ethernet header to de-
termine that the message should be passed to the IP tile. The
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IP tile similarly parses the IP header, validates the header’s
checksum, and then creates a NoC message to be sent to
the UDP layer based on the protocol field. Finally, the UDP
tile parses the UDP header, validates the packet’s checksum,
and generates a NoC message to be sent to the application
based on the port in the UDP header. The transmit path runs
similarly, except instead of parsing headers from the data
flits, headers are added into the data flits by each protocol tile.
After the Ethernet tile adds on the Ethernet header, it is sent
out the ports for I/O with the transceivers. This incremental
composability is good for our goal of modularity as it makes
it easier to insert new functionality between stages.
While there is only one possible destination for the tiles

in this design, there can potentially be multiple endpoints,
such as other protocols (e.g. TCP connected to IP), network
services (e.g. network virtualization), or replicated tiles for
higher bandwidth. With replicated tiles, there are multiple
ways to decide on which tile should receive an incoming
packet. The simplest method is to distribute packets between
them in a round-robin fashion. However, more complex
scheduling may be necessary if a tile holds state for par-
ticular flow. In this case, it is important that packets from
the same flow always go to the same tile. This distribution
can either be integrated within a tile or placed in a dedicated
tile. We discuss examples about how we distribute packets
to duplicated tiles in Section 5.

3.3 Message-Passing Interconnect
Being able to compose elements is essential for facilitating
customization. We opt for a message passing model. This
is beneficial for modularity, because defining a message-
passing format allows us to standardize the physical inter-
connection between components, a recognized benefit in
SoC design [22], and makes it easier to chain offloads to-
gether. ClickNP [41] and PANIC [43], two modular packet
processing frameworks, have also used a message-based ap-
proach. The message passing can be done over dedicated
connections, which is the approach used by ClickNP, or a
NoC which is used by PANIC.

We prefer a NoC interconnect for twomain reasons related
to our goal of scalability. First, we can take advantage of the
multiplexing that is provided by the NoC routers. Certain
tiles may interact with a large number of other tiles, e.g. if
we instantiate multiple copies of the same component. Direct
connections can lead to large multiplexers and wires with
significant fan-out. Although we could create specialized
pipelined multiplexers and arbiters, these essentially look
like NoC routers.

Second, we would like the interconnect wiring to remain
stable whenever possible. In the ClickNP model, top-level
wires are determined by the computational graph. If we wish
to form a chain that links together two components that
did not communicate before, we must add new interconnect
wires, which are typically the longest wires. A NoC allows
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(a) This tile assignment deadlocks due to the order that the packet
needs to be processed in versus the order of the NoC links it tra-
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(b) This tile assignment is able to avoid deadlock since the packet
acquires NoC resources in order

Figure 5. A demonstration of how tile assignment affects
deadlock. We can take advantage of protocol layer ordering,
so a packet being processed always acquires NoC resources
in the same order.

us to reuse physical wiring to chain any elements that exist
in the design, although we must be careful with deadlock.

3.4 Tile Chain Routing
In addition to NoC-level routing, Beehive has routing at the
network packet level to determine the sequence of tiles that
need to be chained together. We considered two routing
methods: node-table routing, where each tile determines the
correct next tile, and source routing, where the chain of tiles
is completely determined when the first NoC message in the
chain is created, such as when a packet is first received from
the network. We chose to use node-table routing, because
certain classes of traffic we want to support for our goal of
interoperability require per-flow state or non-trivial protocol
processing to fully determine the chain of tiles. Specifically,
we consider routing for traffic that is either encrypted or is
for layer 7.
Encryption may obfuscate parts of packet payloads that

are needed to fully route a packet, which would require the
ingress tile to handle the decryption. An application request
can span multiple packets. Which application tile should
receive an RPC may depend on the RPC header or even the
contents of the request. Further, the packets of one request
can potentially be reordered or interleaved with other re-
quests. To properly route these requests, an ingress tile would
need to reassemble the stream, further complicating the im-
plementation. In both cases, the ingress tile would need to
implement significant, high-level protocol logic which is
detrimental for modularity.
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3.5 Deadlock
As with any NoC-based design, avoiding message-based
deadlock must be a consideration. We note that NoC dead-
lock detection, avoidance, and recovery is a complex problem
with a whole body of research behind it.

NoCs can deadlock in two ways: at the routing level and
at the message passing level. To prevent routing-level dead-
locks, we employ dimension-ordered routing [21]. Message
passing deadlocks are a bigger concern in Beehive, because
we enable each tile to route to any other tile at runtime. This
means that our routing resources can get exhausted. The
deadlock in Figure 5a is an example of this, in which the
UDP RX tile must route east twice in one chain and it cannot
route east a second time.

We apply resource acquisition ordering to solve this prob-
lem. Resource ordering can be imposed by taking advantage
of the fact that protocol layers and services are composed
in certain orders. For any individual packet, the path is de-
termined at runtime, but we assume that all possible paths
through the network stack for supported packet types are
known when the network stack is compiled. As a simple ex-
ample, consider the examples in Figure 5 of different topolo-
gies for the receive path of a UDP stack. Beehive’s NoC uses
wormhole, dimension-ordered routing. The packet should
be processed by Ethernet, IP, UDP, and then the application.
With the tile layout in Figure 5a, the route from the Ethernet
to IP tile passes through the UDP tile’s router. As the UDP
tile attempts to pass the packet along to the application, it
must reacquire a NoC link it already used (5) and is thus
deadlocked. If tiles are laid out as in Figure 5b, no resources
need to be reacquired, and the packet can be processed suc-
cessfully.

We statically analyze all message paths in our prototypes
at compile-time to avoid deadlock by creating a resource
dependency graph that takes into account every possible
path through the network stack. If a message path is found
that could cause deadlock, the designer should modify the
tile layout to one that does not.

Repeated protocol headers (e.g. two IP headers in the IP-in-
IP protocol) break resource ordering. In Beehive, we choose
to duplicate tiles (e.g. two IP RX tiles). If tiles are too expen-
sive to duplicate, a potential solution is adding buffers to
break dependencies [40, 56]. These buffers give space for the
NoC to drain into, freeing routing resources.

3.6 Control Plane Interfaces
For manageability, network operators need to be able to re-
configure protocol components from an external controller
over a transport-layer connection. In Beehive, we choose to
use a NoC as well for the control plane rather than a dedi-
cated control bus. This is because control plane management
can also benefit from a structured interconnect for scalability
reasons.

First, for complex designs with a large number of com-
ponents, it becomes costly to run dedicated, ad-hoc wires
to every tile. Second, we want configuration to be over a
reliable transport. This requires the control plane to use the
transport layer, and a NoC enables this without physically
coupling the component to the transport layer. This also
enables us to add specific control plane management tiles
to orchestrate state modifications. We describe a specific
example in Section 4.5.

Because the control plane has lower performance require-
ments, in Beehive we use a separate, lower-width NoC. This
also prevents control plane traffic from contending for the
same resources as long dataplane chains in the deadlock
dependency graph, so there is more flexibility in placement.

3.7 Application Interfaces
Many application accelerators process requests at a coarser
granularity than a packet, so they need the ability to com-
municate with the transport protocol layer and request data
from a particular flow rather than being pushed packets in
the order they arrive. While we could use dedicated wires
for this communication, it can also benefit from the use of
the NoC.
To support duplicated application tiles connected to the

same transport layer, the NoC provides a convenient struc-
ture to multiplex between them in a scalable manner. The
modularity provided by message passing on the NoC also
allows an application to easily interface with any protocol in
the network stack while reusing existing wires if, for exam-
ple, an application wanted to switch from TCP to a custom
reliable transport protocol. Finally, the standard interface of
the NoC enables easy insertion of filters on the application’s
NoC message, so network operators can enforce policies,
such as dropping network traffic to or from non-whitelisted
nodes. We describe the application NoC interface to our TCP
layer in Section 4.4.

4 Implementation
To demonstrate the Beehive approach, we built a set of core
protocol tiles, network functions, and applications. For pro-
tocols, we implement tiles for Ethernet, IPv4, UDP, and TCP.
For network functions, we implement an IPinIP encapsula-
tion layer and a NAT layer for network virtualization. For
applications, we implement a Reed-Solomon encoder and
an accelerator for a viewstamped replication node. These
applications are described in more detail in Section 5.
We also describe our tooling that we developed to lower

the effort required to maintain multiple designs and inte-
grate new components. All of Beehive is implemented in
standard SystemVerilog and was tested on an Alveo U200
communicating with standard CPU clients using a Linux or
kernel-bypass network stack. We embed our Beehive proto-
typewithin Corundum [28], an open-source 100 Gbps NIC, in
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the application slot to provide FPGA-specific infrastructure,
such as the Ethernet MAC.

4.1 Network-on-chip (NoC)
We use the 2D mesh NoC from OpenPiton [9] with some
modifications. The NoC is wormhole-routed, uses dimension-
ordered routing, and is full-duplex. We widen the NoC to
512 bits to match the width of the Xilinx MAC IP core and
increase the flit width to 512 bits. The header flit format is
inherited from OpenPiton. The maximum payload size for a
NoC message is 256MiB.

4.2 Protocol tiles
Protocols have one tile each for transmit and for receive
processing. Each tile can be replicated if more throughput
is needed for that element. Protocols are implemented as
streaming components, so they begin to transmit the next
NoC message as soon as possible rather than storing the
entire NoC message before forwarding. Since each router
has one input interface and one output interface for the tile,
each side will utilize an entire router’s bandwidth if running
at 100 Gbps. Since the packet-level protocol layers do not
share state between their transmit and receive sides, this is
a straightforward split.
The Ethernet, IP, and UDP tiles construct or remove the

appropriate headers and calculate checksums, as shown in
Figure 4. The Ethernet receive processor can handle VLAN
tagged packets. Our IP layer does not support IP fragmen-
tation as our intended use case is for internal datacenter
services.

Protocol tiles also have optional hash tables that use the 4
tuple as the key for load balancing to downstream replicated
tiles. We set up initial packet-level routing within the tiles at
compile time when we build the FPGA image. The hash table
can be rewritten during runtime. Any packet that does not
have an entry for a next hop (e.g.traffic with an unsupported
protocol) is dropped to filter out unwanted traffic.

4.3 Buffer tiles
In Beehive, we also have buffer tiles that hold large blocks
of memory. In our current prototype, these buffers are large
BRAMs, but the backing buffer could also be DRAM. These
buffer tiles are accessible to any other tile in the system via
NoCmessages. This allows us to have shared buffers between
tiles, so that multiple tiles can share state when needed.

4.4 TCP engine
In order to evaluate how Beehive can support reliable trans-
port, we prototype a TCP engine that implements server-side
TCP. It can receive connection setup requests, generate se-
quence and ACK numbers, and support fast retransmit and
window-based flow control [11]. Currently, it does not sup-
port selective acknowledgments, initiating connections, or
congestion control. Full TCP offload functionality has been

demonstrated by previous work [53] and could be integrated
into Beehive.
While the TCP engine has an RX router and a TX router

like the other protocol tiles, the send and receive paths in
TCP must share state. For example, the transmit path needs
to know for which packets it has received acknowledgments.
We choose to support sharing by running dedicated wires
between the tiles. Every receive path only has one corre-
sponding transmit path, so wires do not fan out. Although
dedicated wires cause tiles to be closely coupled, the fre-
quent NoC messages needed for state updates would lead to
a practical coupling.
On the completion of the 3-way handshake, the TCP en-

gine sends a NoC message to notify an application tile based
on the destination port for the connection. On the receive
side, the TCP engine implements an interface that lets an ap-
plication specify the size of the request it should be notified
for with a NoC message. When enough data has arrived to
satisfy that request, the TCP engine sends a notification mes-
sage back to the application with the buffer address where
the data requested has been stored. The application then
retrieves the data from the buffer for processing before send-
ing another message to the TCP stack when it has finished
using the data.

The transmit side is similar. The TCP engine implements
an interface where the application can request space in its
transmit buffer of a certain size. The TCP engine sends a
notification when there is room in that buffer with the buffer
address where the data should be stored. The application
then copies the data into the buffer and notifies the TCP
engine.

4.5 Network function tiles
We implement both IPinIP encapsulation and an IP NAT; the
client-side TCP migration we use for our evaluation assumes
a NAT instead of encapsulation. For both tiles, the control
plane can dynamically update the table that maps virtual IPs
to physical IPs. This mapping is changed when the client
migrates.

Taking advantage of Beehive’s control plane interconnect,
we implement an internal controller as a separate tile that
receives an RPC over TCP from an external controller. The
internal controller then sends NoC messages to the IP en-
capsulation or NAT tiles with the information needed to
update their tables. Finally, the internal controller sends a
confirmation response to the external controller over the
TCP connection.

4.6 Debugging and logging
In Beehive, tiles may keep logs, and we provide a UDP-based
protocol to readback logs. Each log is associated with a par-
ticular UDP port and exposes its own interface on the NoC
for readback. The UDP receive layer is responsible for direct-
ing packets to the appropriate log interfaces. The log read
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interface keeps a small buffer for requests and drops requests
when it is full. The client program reads out the log an entry
at a time and resend requests for any entries for which it
does not receive a response.

We also have tiles that log information about TCP packet
headers to help provide more visibility into the FPGA’s ex-
ecution. This log can later be replayed in a cycle-accurate
simulation. We also found that having a cycle accurate trace
is necessary for proper replay, because the TCP engine may
behave differently depending on the timing of events (e.g.
dropping different packets).
These tiles have two interfaces available over the NoC.

One is used to forward packets to and from the TCP engine.
This path logs the header informationwith a cycle timestamp.
The other interface allows the logs to be read out over the
network in response to a request sent over UDP. Because
the logging tiles are embedded within the fabric, they can
record the exact timing that packets entered and exited the
TCP engine. During simulation replay, Beehive’s modularity
allows us to easily replace the logging tiles with an interface
to our testing replay framework.

4.7 Tooling
We developed a set of tools that lower the engineering ef-
fort to create new designs, such as generating portions of
the Verilog (e.g. top-level wiring for NoCs) or performing
compile-time deadlock analysis. The design configuration is
passed to these tools via an XML file. The XML file contains
the expected dimensions for the design as well as an element
for each NoC tile endpoint. At minimum, this element con-
tains tags specifying a name to use for the endpoint as well
as its X and Y coordinates. It may also contain fields with
information for generating the tables used for determining
the correct next hops.

Given the dimensions in the XML file, we generate declara-
tions of all the top-level wires between tiles.We also generate
the subset of the port connections for a tile that correspond
to wires between NoC routers and connect the appropriate
wires for the tile configuration. We choose not to generate
the whole tile instantiation, because certain tiles need to
maintain additional ports for I/O, such as the Ethernet MAC.
The XML file also enables us to check whether the high-

level topology of the NoC is sound. For example, we check
two tiles have the same X and Y coordinates, and all NoC
coordinates are within the expected dimensions of the design.
Because a 2D mesh must be a rectangle, this also gives us
the opportunity to automatically generate empty tiles that
just contain a router. We also use the information about the
NoC topology and next hops in the XML file to generate a
resource dependency graph that we can analyze for cycles.

5 Integrating with Beehive
5.1 Erasure Coding
Erasure codes such as Reed-Solomon (RS) are commonly used
in distributed storage systems to achieve high resilience to
disk failures with modest storage overhead [31, 35, 52]. An
RS encoder turns input data into data plus redundancy bits at
a pre-set ratio, striped across storage servers. If some storage
elements fail, the remaining blocks from the stripe can be
combined with these extra blocks to regenerate the missing
blocks.

We configure our system to use an (8,2) code (8 data blocks
and 2 redundancy blocks) to emulate a storage system that
could tolerate up to two disk failures. We integrate an RS
encoding accelerator operating on 4KB requests into Beehive
as a UDP application, instantiating four copies of the applica-
tion to scale out. The accelerator is stateless, so any request
can go to any copy. We introduce a front-end round-robin
scheduler tile to distribute work among the RS tiles. Each RS
tile also logs metadata to calculate bandwidth.

5.2 Consensus Witness
Consensus algorithms are an essential part of many deployed
distributed systems as they enable a strictly consistent or-
der for stateful client operations even in the face of failures
and message delays/retransmissions. Most consensus algo-
rithms [15, 44, 48] follow a common pattern: an elected leader
proposes an order for arriving client requests, verifies with a
set of replicas that it is still leader, and commits the request.
It then performs any necessary application logic (e.g., to up-
date state), replies back to the client, and informs the other
replicas, so that they can also perform the application logic
in the same order.
A common type of application built on top of consensus

is a key-value (KV) store. To achieve higher throughput, the
key space is often sharded with a leader and replica set for
each slice. However, even with sharding, consistent reads
can be expensive, because the leader must validate, each
time, that it is still the leader before replying with the value
stored with the key. As a result, it is common in practice
to configure the system to return stale reads, allowing the
leader to reply immediately [20, 32]. This places a burden on
the client developer to handle the (rare) case where a failover
can lead to inconsistent client data.
In our evaluation, we show that a consensus accelerator

can help reduce the cost of consistency. Our accelerator op-
erates as a witness, that is, it only validates the leader and
tracks the operation order; it does not execute client opera-
tions. Single node fault tolerance can be achieved with one
leader, one witness, and one replica. To add further fault
tolerance, we add additional witnesses and replicas. For ex-
ample, two-node fault tolerance can be achieved with one
leader, two witnesses, and two replicas. To validate a read
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Figure 6. Packet size vs. goodput for a UDP echo application.
Beehive with one instance of every protocol tile provides
higher bandwidth than Demikernel at all packet sizes.

or write operation, the leader only needs to receive a verifi-
cation from the witnesses before replying to the client. The
witness can be designed in hardware to reply with low and
reliable latency.
Our witness protocol is based on a modified version of

the Viewstamped Replication (VR) used in previous studies
of high-performance consensus [51]. VR witnesses are inte-
grated into Beehive as UDP applications. To handle multiple
shards, we use one VR witness tile per shard. Unlike the RS
encoder, the VR witness is not stateless and requests for a
shard must always go to the same tile. We distribute work
to the VR tiles by matching on the destination port number.

5.3 TCP live migration
Live TCP migration is useful for load balancing and server
consolidation [30]. It allows TCP connections to remain ac-
tive while virtual machines are migrated in response to of-
fered load, such as during scale down where connections are
consolidated onto fewer nodes. To support this, we integrate
a network address translation (NAT) service into Beehive, as
described in Section 4.5. Specifically, we integrate the NAT
tiles between the TCP and IP tiles both on the receive and
transmit paths to perform the translation. We also add a new
tile to the control plane to handle the management inter-
face. Then, we set up the routing tables of the IP tiles on
the receive path to send to the NAT tile, and the NAT tile to
send to the TCP tile. We also modify the routing tables of
the TCP tiles on the transmit tile to send packets to the NAT
tile instead of the IP tile. The internal controller is integrated
as an application with the TCP stack.
We can insert this new functionality without any modi-

fications to either the IP or TCP protocol implementations,
because the protocols are separated into their own tiles.
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Figure 7. Packet size vs. goodput for Beehive and Linux
TCP send. The (CPU send/FPGA receive) is omitted, as it is
approximately the same as (CPU send/CPU receive) due to
the CPU send path being the bottleneck.

Table 1. Lines of code per new tile Beehive for end-to-end
applications. XML configuration numbers are given as LoC
for declaring the tile plus the LoC to add it as a destination.

Lines of Code
XML Configuration Verilog Top Level

Reed-Solomon 25 + 6 13
Viewstamped Replication 18 + (6 × # of UDP tiles) 17
TCP Migration 2 × (34 + 6) 2 × 15

6 Evaluation
Our evaluation tests Beehive’s ability to support scalability,
low latency, and flexibility in a range of network stack con-
figurations. We begin by evaluating Beehive with UDP and
TCP microbenchmarks designed to test RPC performance
and then evaluate three different application use cases: Reed-
Solomon encoding acceleration, and Viewstamped Replica-
tion acceleration, and TCP connection live migration.

6.1 Flexibility
As a quantitative proxy for flexibility, we count the lines of
code (LoC) required to insert an additional instance of an
implemented service (network function or application) into
the design for our three designs. Results are shown in Table 1.
We count both NAT tiles for the TCP migration service.

6.2 Setup
We use Vivado 2021.2 for building our FPGA images. Beehive
is configured on an Alveo U200 at 250 MHz. The FPGA and
the clients are connected to an Edgecore Arista DCS-7060CX-
32S-R 100G switch with jumbo frames enabled. We use five
machines during evaluation with Turboboost disabled. All of
them have Mellanox ConnectX-5 100G NICs and are running
Ubuntu 20.04. Two machines have Intel Xeon Gold 6226R
CPUs; the other three machines have Intel Xeon Gold 5218
CPUs.
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Table 2. Energy consumption and goodput for Reed-
Solomon encoding using Beehive versus CPU for 1, 2, 3 and
4 application instances.

Apps 1 2 3 4

CPU Energy (mJ/op) 1.1 0.59 0.41 0.32
Beehive Energy (mJ/op) 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.02

Energy efficiency 22x 20x 20x 16x

CPU Goodput (Gbps) 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
Beehive Goodput (Gbps) 15 31 45 62

Speedup 7.5x 7.8x 7.5x 7.8x

In experiments where energy is measured, we use the
RAPL counters on the CPUs and the Alveo CMS registers on
the FPGA. For CPU energy experiments we use a two-socket
machine, so we run all the application and network process-
ing code on one socket and poll the counters from the other
socket. We only use RAPL’s CPU counters, which is an un-
derestimate as we do not include DRAM energy or network
interface energy. On the FPGA, we use the Corundum frame-
work to read the CMS registers that report instantaneous
power and current usage [59]. We poll these counters every
second to calculate energy over the benchmarking period.

6.3 UDP Echo
Throughput:We first compare Beehive’s UDP echo good-
put to Demikernel, an optimized DPDK network stack, on
different packet sizes. Three Intel Gold 5128 machines act
as clients; for the CPU experiments, the server runs on the
Intel Gold 6226R machine. To stay comparable, we configure
one echo application tile on the FPGA and one CPU core in
Demikernel. While the CPU server uses DPDK, clients use
the standard Linux network stack. We spawn the number of
threads that yields highest server bandwidth for that packet
size; threads send in an open-loop manner. The results of
this experiment are shown in Figure 6.
Beehive achieves line rate with 1024-byte packets while

the optimized CPU stack remains far below maximum band-
width even with jumbo frames. The difference in perfor-
mance is especially pronounced at small packet sizes where
Beehive is able to sustain echoing 9Gbps of 64-byte pack-
ets (18392 KReq/s) whereas single core Demikernel provides
0.3 Gbps (584 KReq/s), a 31× speedup.
Latency: For our latency experiment, we use Beehive and a
single client thread to ping-pong a single 1-byte UDP packet.
We record the latency by tagging the packet with a timestamp
when it enters the network stack at the Ethernet parsing
layer, taking another timestamp when it finally exits the
Ethernet layer on transmit, and recording both timestamps
into a log which we read back over the network. The latency
through Beehive is 368 ns (92 cycles).

6.4 TCP throughput
To characterize the throughput performance of our TCP
engine, we run a single-connection experiment and measure
unidirectional sending and receiving performance across a
range of packet payload sizes. Because Demikernel’s TCP
implementation is optimized for latency, it performs worse
than Linux on this experiment, so we configure Demikernel
to use Linux TCP as its backend. The sending application
sits in a tight loop, submitting data into the network stack
as fast as possible; the receiver pulls data out of the network
stack without doing further processing on it.
We vary whether the sender or the receiver is the FPGA

or the CPU. The results are shown in Figure 7. We omit the
(CPU send/FPGA receive) results, because they are almost
the same as the all-CPU configuration; in both situations, the
CPU sender is the bottleneck. The CPU is more efficient at
streaming TCP data than UDP data because it allows batch-
ing data into jumbo frames. By contrast, Beehive’s TCP stack
is slower than its UDP stack, because of the complexity of
stateful packet handling in hardware. In particular, our TCP
engine is designed to only achieve full bandwidth across
multiple simultaneous connections. Even so, Beehive out-
performs Linux TCP across all request sizes. The speedup
is most pronounced at small packet sizes, where Beehive
achieves 2666KReq/s versus the CPU’s 843KReq/s, a 3.2×
speedup.

6.5 Reed-Solomon Encoding Acceleration
To evaluate Beehive’s scaling architecture, we evaluate a du-
plicated Reed-Solomon (RS) encoding accelerator on Beehive
versus a CPU implementation of the same algorithm. The
client sends blocks of 4 KB to the encoder using UDP; the
accelerator replies with 1K of erasure data. This could be
organized into an (8,2) stripe for double fault tolerance. One
instance of the Reed-Solomon encoder can consume data
at 15Gbps; our FPGA has room for four encoder instances,
which consume data at 62Gbps as shown in Table 2. For
comparison, we use the open-source Reed-Solomon encod-
ing implementation from BackBlaze [8] running on CPUs
which we then duplicate across cores.

We also compare the energy efficiency of the two ap-
proaches in Table 2. The FPGA is about 20× more efficient
per operation than the CPU implementation.

6.6 Viewstamped Replication Witness Acceleration
We next turn to a latency-sensitive application, evaluating
Beehive hosting a viewstamped replication (VR) witness
appliance. We first evaluate the witness on a single shard.
We then take advantage of Beehive’s ability to duplicate
both internal components and applications to host a 4-shard
witness appliance. We also duplicate protocol tiles to prevent
them from becoming a bottleneck
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Figure 8. Experimental setups for VR evaluation

For all experiments, we evaluate a three-node VR config-
uration as shown in Figure 8 with either the FPGA or CPU
serving as a witness. The other nodes run on CPU. The CPU
VR replicas run on Intel Xeon Gold 5218 CPUs. Client threads
run on Intel Xeon Gold 6226R CPUs. Each client thread sends
one request and waits for a reply before sending another.
We use UDP as our transport protocol, because VR does not
assume reliable message delivery.
We evaluate our VR accelerator with a replicated key-

value store application with 64-byte keys and 64-byte values.
We use a read-write mix of 90% reads and 10% writes and a
uniform key distribution. We set the IRQ affinity to the CPU
socket where the replicas are running.
We test both single-shard and multishard configurations.

Latency is measured at the clients as the time between the
initial request and the eventual response. The shard leaders
are distributed evenly between two CPU machines. The CPU
witness(es) run on a separate server to allow us to measure
the energy used by a CPU witness appliance.
Latency & throughput: We plot latency versus through-
put for differing numbers of shards in Figure 9. We increase
offered load by increasing the number of client threads send-
ing requests to the leader. The results are shown in Figure 9.
The system using the FPGA witness can provide up to 1.14×
more per-core throughput and up to 1.13× lower median
latency.
Energy: For each shard, we take the median energy mea-
surement, throughput, median latency, and 99th-percentile
(p99) latency at each circled point in Figure 9. The results are
shown in Table 3. The FPGA is between 2.07× and 2.32×more
energy efficient per operation compared to the CPU while
providing better overall throughput and latency to key-value
store clients.

6.7 TCP Connection Live Migration
To demonstrate Beehive’s flexibility, we add support for live
migration of a remote TCP endpoint to our hardware TCP
stack by adding tiles and reusing other components.
For the remote TCP endpoint, we use Demikernel [61],

because their TCP implementation is able to pause a con-
nection, serialize the current state, and reinstall the state in
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Figure 9. Latency vs. throughput for the key-value store
workload varying the number of shards and client threads.
The FPGA witness consistently outperforms the equivalent
CPU cores in both latency and throughput.

Table 3. Energy per operation (measured at the witness) and
performance metrics (measured at the clients) at the circled
points in Figure 9

Shards 1 2 3 4

CPU Energy (mJ/op) 1.51 1.03 0.90 0.70
Beehive Energy (mJ/op) 0.73 0.48 0.39 0.31

Energy efficiency 2.07× 2.16× 2.32× 2.27×

CPU Throughput (kOps/s) 31 48 58 77
Beehive Throughput (kOps/s) 35 54 66 83

Speedup 1.12× 1.12× 1.14× 1.08×

CPU Median Latency (𝜇s) 112 142 115 128
Beehive Median Latency (𝜇s) 99 130 102 118

Improvement 1.13× 1.09× 1.13× 1.08×

CPU p99 Latency (𝜇s) 273 372 339 412
Beehive p99 Latency (𝜇s) 281 334 304 394

Improvement 0.97× 1.11× 1.12× 1.05×

the Demikernel network stack on a different node. Our test
application is an echo RPC server. During the experiment,
we run one closed-loop client on a CPU generating 64-byte
payloads every 100 𝜇s. The throughput around the migration
event is shown in Figure 10. The migration latency, measured
on the FPGA as the time between the last request from the
first client and the first request from the second client, is
500 𝜇s.

6.8 Hardware Resource Utilization
The hardware utilization of the Beehive infrastructure is
shown in Table 4. For the UDP stack used in Section 6.3,
Beehive components use 4% of the LUTs available on the
Alveo U200 and 2% of the BRAMs. In a tile, a router uses
around 6000 LUTs, twice the size of the UDP processing. For
comparison with a more complex module, we include the
utilization of the TCP receive path.
We also evaluate the scalability of the hardware imple-

mentation by building a UDP network stack as before and
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Figure 10. Request throughput over time. A single client
sends requests every 100 𝜇s to the server. Migration occurs
around 𝑡 = 0.07 s. From 𝑡 = 0 s until migration, the TCP
connection is on the first client. Throughput dips during
migration, then recovers after 500 𝜇s when the connection
is brought up on the second client.

Table 4. FPGA resource utilization of selected modules.

LUTs BRAM

Beehive UDP full 57272 40
UDP RX Tile 9780 9.5

Router 5961 0
NoC Message Processing 515 0
UDP RX Processing 2984 9.5

TCP RX Engine 11672 16.5

then duplicating the echo application tile. On the Alveo U200,
we can place 22 application tiles and 28 tiles total. We are
limited by timing rather than resource utilization; the critical
path is between NoC routers. Each router is fairly expensive,
because the 512-bit width of the bus results in a number of
high-fanout wires. This is exacerbated by the fact that the
FPGA part in the Alveo U200 is made up of several chiplets,
and chiplet crossings add significant delay. Several FPGAs
[5, 60] now support hardened NoC resources and could im-
prove the quality of results.

7 Related Work
7.1 Packet processing
PANIC [43] is a framework that supports integration of arbi-
trary packet processing elements, including general purpose
cores. It uses a similar model to Beehive of chaining message-
passing elements over a NoC, but it relies on a crossbar, lim-
iting scalability. While the paper does not directly address
deadlock, their central scheduler drops packets when it runs
out of buffer space, preventing deadlock. This is not suitable
for reliable network processing above layer 3. Because it
aims to be a NIC framework, PANIC does not need to sup-
port higher-level protocols. For example, it does not support
multi-packet application requests.

ClickNP [41] also supports the integration of arbitrary
processing elements. However, it does not use a NoC. In-
stead components are directly connected via FIFOs, which
makes it harder to replicate elements. It also assumes a PCIe
connection to a CPU, which it relies on for control plane
configuration.
Rosebud [36] is an FPGA framework for middleboxes. It

uses an interconnect to connect custom processing elements
they call reconfigurable processing units (RPUs) that can
include accelerators. Because it targets middleboxes, they
do not evaluate a network stack with full reliable transport
protocol support. While it does provide support to chain
RPUs, they acknowledge it was not designed to do so, and
inter-RPU traffic has a fairly significant latency penalty.

Amore restrictive approach leverages reconfigurablematch-
action tables. An action (e.g. strip a header, rewrite a field,
drop a packet) is taken based on some header fields in the
header of the packet. Typically, there is a pipeline of these
processing elements [12, 27, 34]. However, match-action
style processing is not well-suited for highly stateful process-
ing [50] typical for application-level offloads. Other models
have been proposed for stateful packet processing. Flowblaze
uses an FSM-based model [50]. However, they specifically
say that workloads above the transport layer are out of scope.
hXDP proposed a processor for eBPF bytecode [13] designed
for offloading kernel-level eBPF programs. Because of its
sequential execution model, hXDP performs best on small
programs and is a poor fit for more complex processing such
as Reed-Solomon encoding.

7.2 Transport protocol offloads
Another related vein of work are transport protocol offloads.
Most of these are TCP offload engines available as custom
chips [16] or encrypted IP cores for FPGAs [2–4]. They gen-
erally do not support the full range of functions found in
datacenter network stacks.

Some TCP offload engines could potentially support mod-
ification. Limago [53] is an open-source TCP and RoCEv2
offload engine written in Vivado HLS. However, it does not
provide any specific APIs or hooks for adding other proto-
cols, so introducing a new network function or new protocol
would require fairly extensive modifications to the stack it-
self. Tonic [7] is an open-source implementation of the TCP
send path and supports customization of the transport proto-
col, but does not address any lower-level packet processing
layers; it also lacks a complete receive path implementation.
FlexTOE [54] is a software implementation of TCP offload en-
gine using the Netronome DPU, a processor designed specif-
ically for network processing that is programmable using
C or eBPF. While they do support network functions, their
work targets TCP offload for CPUs while our work shows
that a direct-attached hardware accelerator does not need a
CPU core to support software stack functionality.
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Microsoft Catapult’s FPGAs use a custom transport pro-
tocol called LTL [14], which is a reliable transport protocol
over UDP. Similar to most TCP engines, it is presented as a
fixed IP core with no interface for extension. Catapult also
supports a single-layer RMT, used for network virtualiza-
tion [27]. However, it is unknown if these are ever combined
and if so, how it would support new protocols or network
functions.

8 Conclusion
Modern datacenter networking relies on a variety of net-
work functions and protocols, but current hardware network
stacks fall short on these features. As datacenters continue
to offload computation to accelerators, it is becoming in-
creasingly important to enable direct-attached accelerators
to reduce network overhead. In this paper, we presented
the design and implementation of Beehive, a NoC-based
network stack for direct-attached accelerators designed to
be customizable and to support the variety of protocols
and management functions in datacenter networking. We
demonstrated that Beehive can combine replicated protocol
elements and replicated applications for higher bandwidth,
consistent low latency, andminimal overhead.We have open-
sourced Beehive for reuse.
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